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Imagery-Assisted Virtual Reality
Dr. Lindsay Ross-Stewart and her URCA Assistant, Emily Grahl,
are collaborating with the SIU Medical School on a project using
virtual reality to assist with the rehabilitation process of geriatric
patients who have received total knee replacement. The patients
wear virtual reality goggles while engaging in their rehabilitation
exercises. The goggles display videos of them performing their
exercises from a first person perspective. Emily stated, “The idea
is that watching yourself perform the exercise successfully on the
video will help with pain management and self efficacy.” Data
collection has just started, but due to past
research on virtual reality, they are very
hopeful that they will find significant results.
Emily added, “I love that SIUE offers
URCA. It gives students the opportunity to
be more than just students. It allows us to
find areas of interest, and study those further.
And, it’s the perfect opportunity to gain
hands-on experience, which will be essential
upon graduating.” After graduation, Emily
plans on gaining healthcare experience as a
member of a physical therapy team.

What is URCA?
URCA is a program designed to
get undergraduate students more
involved in research and
creative activities. There are two
ways in which students can
participate: as Associates and as
Assistants.

Associates:
These are year-long positions in
which a student designs his or
her own research or creative
activity project and then works
with a mentor to see it through.
Associates are required to
attend monthly meetings and to
present their scholarly work at
the SIUE Undergraduate
Scholars Symposium in the
spring. Associates earn a stipend
and can also receive money for
project-related equipment and
travel. Only a maximum of 10
students are accepted into this
elite program each year.

Assistants:
These are semester-long
positions in which students
assist on faculty led research or
creative activities. Up to 80
students each semester receive a
stipend for participating;
however, each semester several
students also participate as
unpaid Assistants. It is also
possible for Assistants to earn
course credit for their
participation.

Featured Associate:
Angel Nihells
Mentor: Dr. Corey Ragsdale
Angel is examining physical variation in a human skeletal collection
with poorly understood temporal and geographic context, as well as
unknown ancestry. The goals of her project are to complete an inventory
of skulls in the collection, conduct biological distance analyses and
estimate ancestry for the collection. These goals will be accomplished by
taking cranial measurements, as well as making observations of
morphological traits. Angel will use her data to perform innovative
statistical analyses often employed in forensic identification to estimate
ancestry. With the possibility that some remains could be Native
American, she hopes her analyses will contribute to process of
repatriation between SIUE, the Illinois State Museum and contemporary
Native American People.

Featured Assistants:
Taylor Dichsen and Hannah Queen
Mentor: Dr. Jill Schreiber

Hannah (left) and Taylor are both analyzing data from the Madison County
Child Advocacy Center. The center helps children who have been
physically or sexually abused get treatment to help them avoid being
re-traumatized when being interviewed by police and prosecution. Taylor is
focused on individual differences in children who have been victimized, and
her favorite part about URCA is that it allows her to take what she learned
from class and apply it to the real world. Hannah focuses on parental
satisfaction with how well the agency prepared them for the interviewing
process and the following steps. Her favorite part about URCA is having
the ability to work interdepartmentally.

Recent Outcomes:


Congratulations to Dr. Yun Lu of the Chemistry Department and his URCA Assistant, Dylan Gladson, on
their work titled, “Testing the Isotopically Different Tunneling-Ready-State Conformational and Electronic
Structures in Hydride Transfer Reactions.” Dylan will be presenting at the 255th American Chemical
Society National Meeting in New Orleans!



Congratulations to Dr. Chaya Gopalan of the Applied Health Department and her URCA Assistant, James
Pletsch, on their wor k, “The Effect of Flutamide on Spatial Wor king Memor y and Ser um Estr ogen
Levels in Female Rats.” James will be presenting at the Experimental Biology conference in San Diego!



Congratulations to Dr. Sorin Nastasia of the International Studies Department and his URCA
Assistant, Claire Schneider, on their acceptance titled, “An Inter national Studies Mapping Pr oject at
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville.” Claire will be presenting at the National Conference on
Undergraduate Research (NCUR) in Oklahoma!

